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Not Your Same Old Neapolitan 

Weary of the same basic ice cream from the carton?  If so, than you are not 

alone. Even though there are multiple glass corridors in grocery stores dedicated 

entirely to ice cream and frozen treats, many people continue to be bored with the 

pre-mixed flavors companies offer consumers. Luckily, if you are one of the many 

Americans that echo that sentiment you are in luck! There is a new trend in ice 

cream sundaes called “smush-ins” popping up all over the country, and opening 

people’s minds up to the idea that they don’t have to settle for someone else’s 

preferences. 

What is this ice cream breakthrough? “Smush-ins” are the new way to mix 

candy, fruit, and anything else people might like into their ice cream. Leading 

vendors in this new method of treat-making like Cold Stone Creamery, Marble 

Slab Creamery of Houston, Maggie Moos, and Steve’s in Boston are utilizing the 

diversity inherent in this idea. The process of choosing flavors is fun, but the best 

part of “smush-ins” is the end result, the unique confection creations that come 

from all the possible combinations of flavors and add-ins.  

This might be a new concept to mainstream consumers, but the idea itself 

probably is not. At least one company, Steve’s, has been making “smush-in” 

creations since the 1970s. Dairy Queen and other ice cream shops have been 

mixing things into ice cream “Blizzards” or milk shakes for years,  but “smush-



ins” promote a different approach altogether that caters to more adventurous 

dessert eaters. 

Here’s how it works. The process starts with patrons deciding on a flavor 

of ice cream, as the foundation for the dessert. Imagination becomes reality, 

when the add-in they prefer is chosen to finish off the customized creation. Then 

the “scooper” takes the flavor of ice cream  ordered, and dumps it onto the slab 

where the mix-ins are sprinkled on top and “smushed-in” with a huge ice cream 

spade.  

People are appreciative to have someone create a personalized sundae for 

them, and the companies are grateful to have customers in such tough economic 

times. According to a study done by a NC State market research group, the 

percentage of meals that included ice cream in them was down to 4% from 5.3% 

in 1990. In an economy close to recession, marketability is the key, and this new 

method of creating sundaes definitely draws in the crowds. Cold Stone Creamery 

workers are so thankful for patrons, that they sing songs every time they get tips 

for making a customer’s ice cream dreams a reality! 

These incredibly amazing-tasting creations are well-worth the money, but 

are they worth the extra calories? These things can have up to 1,000 calories 

each, which is about half of what most need in one day. So the message is: don’t 

plan on eating it for dessert after having a Big Mac combo from McDonald’s!  

When you can add an endless variety of toppings to any flavor you want, 

the possibilities are endless. Baskin Robbins had 51 flavors of ice cream years ago 

and the public was smitten by the diversity ice cream could afford. From the basic 

vanilla, chocolate, and strawberry when ice cream was first invented the industry 



has come a long way. Now with “smush-ins” customers are no longer limited by 

any pre-conceived notions of flavors thought up in a company boardroom. Much 

to the delight of imaginative palates everywhere, there is now an infinite list of 

combinations waiting to be mixed together, to get exactly the taste each 

individual craves. And let’s face it, we could all use a little more of what we want! 


